
 

PAG Meeting  

Minutes 

Date: 22/9/17 

Present: Jill Fraser, Becky Kleanthos, Bernarolita Reyes, Lucy Smith, Clare 

Sherwin, Emily Simpson, Kate Barrett, Lucy Brett, Rachael Milligan, Phoebe 

Bois 

Apologies: Faye Calder Kelly 

INTRODUCTION TO PAG 

 Welcome to new parents 

 Discussion – What is PAG? 

- Parent/carer group that holds termly meetings that provide: 

- Chance to discuss nursery issues with other parents/carers, JF and FCK 

– parental voice. 

- Opportunity to organise fund raising activities for nursery. 

- Chance to meet other parents. 

- All agreed this was fine – parents happy to keep it relaxed and 

informal. 

TRIPS AND OUTINGS 

 AM parents agreed that this week’s trip to Jupiter Artland was very 

successful and an enjoyable day for all involved. 

 JF explained process of application for trip and ‘winning’. We would love 

to run this trip annually, but this may not be possible. 

 BK said that some parents had been unhappy with lateness of 

information about trip and suggested that a ParentMail would have 

been appreciated alongside the printed information given to all parents. 

JF explained that, due to an admin error at Jupiter Artland, the school 

didn’t know they had ‘won’ the trip until a few weeks ago so information 

went out to parents as soon as it was received. JF made the decision to 

print letters which were handed to the parent/carer of all am children as 

she thought this would be the easiest way to quickly give information to 

families. In future a ParentMail will be sent. 

 JF summarised outings that she plans to fit in over the year:   

- 4 seasonal visits to Botanics - usually this is organised with parents 

coming too, although we arranged keyworker Botanics visits with staff 

only last year with am group 

- 4 visits to the Library 

- visits to local shops to buy snack, post box, etc. 



-  Morning class end of year trip (TBA). Last year Dynamic Earth, year 

before Purves Puppet Theatre. Afternoon class will have a visit to nursery 

eg Zoolab, storyteller at the end of the year.  

CHRISTMAS ARRANGEMENTS 

 A parent has requested information about Christmas dates and activities 

for their forward planning so JF summarised what the last week of term is 

likely to look like.  

JF to discuss these arrangements with FCK and will confirm by ParentMail 

as soon as possible. 

 Discussion about Christmas show – Nativity or Seasonal? Some parents 

concerned about religious slant of Nativity. Others felt that it was 

important to give Christmas a context and felt it important to explore the 

origins/meaning of Christmas. 

 JF explained that the Christmas story is part of the RME curriculum, 

alongside the study of other religious festivals such as Diwali. This is 

approached in Nursery in an age appropriate way, through simple 

picture books and role play. Through this role play, a Nativity Play was 

created last year, with JF adapting nursery rhymes to fit the Nativity story 

which children sang in costume with very little ‘rehearsal’ for minimal 

disruption to their usual free play routine.  

Decision: Alternate between a Nativity and a more seasonal show with a 

message. (So this year, a seasonal show). 

 PB suggested doing Shoe Box Appeal to encourage giving/ thinking of 

others. JF explained that last year we did a similar thing, collecting small 

items to make gifts for elderly residents of Stockbridge Care Home. PM 

children were involved in making cards and wrapping the gifts and AM 

children took the gifts to the residents and sang some songs to them. 

KB felt it may be better to make, rather than buy items. 

This will be discussed further but some form of charitable gift project will 

go ahead. 

FUND RAISING 

 Thanks to BK for leading the last bake sale – next one scheduled for 29/9. 

 Thanks again to BK for her list of fund raising ideas. We plan to organise 

portrait canvas bags in time for Christmas. Also interested in running 

‘cinema’ with tickets and popcorn. 

 JF has set up ‘Pennies for Mpeni’ donation tube in snack room. Children 

will be encouraged to save up small change and donate to add to our 

whole school fund raising to help build new classrooms for our twin 

school in Malawi. We will also plan a dress up/ bring a toy day, where 

children donate £1 to participate. 



COCO THE DOG 

 JF explained that the carer of one of our new PM children (who has a 

child joining the class in January) has a therapy dog for her older child, 

who is on the autism spectrum and her younger child who is diabetic.  

 Coco is around at drop off /pick up time and is trained to sit in a double 

buggy. Some of the afternoon children have already met Coco under 

supervision.  

 Coco is obviously a very gentle, child-friendly dog. 

 PLEASE NOTE THAT DOGS ARE NOT ALLOWED IN THE NURSERY GARDEN 

AND THAT, AS A THERAPY DOG, COCO IS AN EXCEPTION. 

 JF suggested the possibility of introducing Coco to all nursery children in 

a planned session to spark discussion/ learning activities on working dogs 

(also exploring guide dogs, blindness, disability etc.) We would also 

discuss how to behave around dogs. 

 Agreement that this would be good. RM suggested that we would have 

to check on allergies first. 

If the visit goes ahead, JF will sent Parentmail beforehand to let parents 

know.   

 


